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PHYSICAL DEGENERATION.

Dr. PILGRIM' sbook'2 is a somewhat curious juxtaposition of
two kinds of material.. His aim is to establish the principles
of his particular methad of treatment on- a physiological
basis. A large portion of the work consists of matter copied
from well-known textbooks of physiology, and illustrated by
really excellent coloured plates; the remainder is devoted to
a not wholly successful attempt to explain the therapeutics of
vibratory stimulation by means.of these data. Thus, for instance, on page 32, he recomsninds the application of his
instrument to the vasomotor region in the spinal column
(sic) which controls the circulation of the affected area or
organ. EHe goes on to add that no concern need be felt as to
whether a vaso-constrictor or a vaso-dilator nerve is
stimulated in a given case, for, as he naively .emarks, " It will be entirely safe and wise to apply the stimulation to the vasomotor area and tryst to Nature, wlho understands her business so much better than we do, to determine
which quality in a nerve, or which group of its fibres, shall
respond to it." The author's object is thus to aid Nature, and
it is not to be wondered at that- his treatment-although he
explicitly denies that it is a panacea-is calculated to cure
haemorrhoids and exophthalmic goitre, to say nothing of
scoliosis and dipsomania. Dr. Pilgrim lays great stress on
the value of his method as applied to the stimulation of
lymphatic glands, though no evidence is offered that the process which he employs has the slightest effect upon them.
He hopes, moreover, to cure a large proportion of what are
now supposed to be intractable mental diseases by means of
his apparatus. No technical details as to its working are
given; but the author believes that it may yet be efficacious
in other hands than his.

REPORTS AND TRANSACTIONS.
Tle eighth volume of tle King's College Hospital-Reportsl3 for
I901 is on the same lines as that of the preceding year, but,
owing to the lamented death of Dr. Curnow, the History of
the College and Hospital no longer appears. There are sympathetic obituary notices of John Curnow, Arthur Robert
Wyatt Sedgefield, and George Ramsay. In addition to tlhe
registrarial reports from the various departments there are
four original papers on abstract questions.
The Reports of the MAedical, Surgical, Obstetric, and Pathological Registrars'1 of the Middlesex Hospital for I90I, which
have recently been issued, differ in some suggestive particulars from previous reports, for example, in the omission
of a summiiary of cases of appendicitis from the report of the
medical registrar as the majority were transferred to surgical
wards for treatment, and the inclusion in the report of the
surgical registrar of a table of operations on the stomach.
The volumne contains an abstract of results of the post-mortem
examnination of cases dying in the special cancer wards of the
hospital.
The third annual volume of the Transactions of the Otological
Society of the United Kingdon,15 for 190I-2, Clhiefly consists
of records of interesting or illustrative cases, among which
are no less than six cases of intracranial abscess, principally
of the. temporo-sphenoidal lobe. Considering the small size
of the volume, it is unusually richl in illustrations. It conitains IO plates to I26 pages.
The eighteenth volume of the Transactions of the American
Clinmatological Association for 190216 contains material of more
tilan passing interest. The information it gives in regard to
the potential healtlh resorts in the northern part of the New
World, including such districts as the different parts of California, Colora(la, Arizona, andvarious places in the Dominion
of Canada, is not only of present significance in practical
therapeutics, but is also a presage of the inereasing import,ance of America, in this relatlon, in the future. The volume
contains in addition interesting papers on the physiological
effects of residence in high altitudes.
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PHYSICAL DEGENERATION,
THE CASE FOR INQUIRY.
I.-ORIGIN OF THIE BELIEF IN THE EXISTENCE OF
DEGENERATION IN THE NATIONAL PHYSIQUE.
THE origin of the widespread belief in the existence of a degeneration in the national physique may be traced especially
to the writings of Major-General Sir Frederick Maurice, who
has brought to public notice observations pointing to the fact
that an alarming proportion of the young men in Great Britaii
are physically unfit for military service.
In an article on the National Health whicll appeared some.
time ago in the Contemporary Review, Sir Frederick Maurie>
stated that out of every five men who wish to enlist and
primarily offer themselves for enlistment only two prove
physically fit to render effective service.
For many years it was Sir Frederick Maurice's duty to visit
the Herbert Hospital at Woolwich, which takes in the sick of'
the Woolwich Garrison, and to which men belonging to tlhe
artillery invalided from abroad are sent. His duty consisted
in sanctioning the discharge from the army of men brought
forward by a medical board as no longer fit for service. Sir
Frederick Maurice found that an alarming proportion of the
men broke down in health as soon1 as they were given an
average amount of work. If they were patched up in hospital
the ohances were that they again broke down when they went
back to work. Thus the State was involved in considerable
expenses and received no return. The statement that only
two effective soldiers were obtained from every five refers only
to men up to two years' service, and very few men found unfit.
within that period can be men who have served abroad. Thus
it appears that 6o per cent. of men wishing to be -soldiers
prove unfit for military service.
Sir Frederick Maurice divides the rejections into three
classes:
I. Men not considered worth taking before the examiningT,
medical officer.
II. Men rejected as the result of the medical examination.
III. Ien who break down in the service itself within twoyears of enlistment,
Class III may be divided into:
(a) Men found unfit within three months of enlistment.
(b) Men invalided after the first tlhree montlhs' and up to
two years' service.
The recruiting statistics only deal with Classes II and III,
the bulk of the men rejected being from Class II, a very small
proportion from Class III (a) and a much smaller proportion
irom Class III (b). Sir Frederick Mauriee says:
To me it seems a vital matter for us to inquirc wliat i3 the meaning
between the five and the two. Does it mean that the class whiclh
necessarily supplies the bulk of the ranks of our army consists in this
large proportion of meni physically unfit? If so, wlhat are the causes of
this fatal condition of tllings and are they remediable ?

He goes on to trace the physical breakdown to heart weakness, pulmonary troubles, and rheumatism, connected witlh
the low anaemic condition of the whole body. Then come
flat feet, tending to make marching impossible, and bad

teeth, causing indigestion.
Sir Frederick Maurice proceeds to analyse the cause of
these diseases. Bad teeth he attributes to improper feeding
during infancy and early life, ignorance of the mothers an(i
scarcity of milk, and to early marriages of unfit parents
resulting in weakly children. Does the figure of five to
two imply, he asks, that the class from wllichl the.
nation has drawn the bulk of its soldiers is ceasing to
supply the same number of healthy men that it used to
supply? And if so, why? He points to the continuous rush
of the people from rural distriets to towns owing to agricultural depression, and their failure to earn adequate wages
when they get there because only skilled labour eommands
good pay, and to the presumption that neither the unskilled
labourer who has been tempted into towns nor the hereditary
townsman who, after two or three generations has physically
deteriorated, is able to rear a healthy family. From whatever
12 Mechanical Vibratory Stimulation: its Theory ata-d Application in the
Trecatment of Diseaxe. By Maurice F. Pilgrim, M. L)., First Vice-President of cause the physical unfitness of thr ee out of every five wouldthe Aiperican Electrotherapeutic Association, etc. New York City: Metro- be soldiers arises, Sir Frederick Maurice rightly says that to
politan
Publishing Co. (Cr. 8vo, pp. 152, 8 plates.)
fold our hands and treat the question as insoluble is to com13 London: Adlard and Son. 1903. (Demy 8vo, pp. 478. 7S. 6d.)
mit the greatest of civic crimes, that of despairing of the
14 London: H. K. Lewis. 1903. (Dcmy 8vo, pp. 243. 2s. 6d.)
State.
13 London: J. and A. ChurCh1ll. 1902. (Demy 8vo. pp. 126. sos.)
-I Philadelphia:
Pnblished by the AssociatiOnD 1902. (Demny 8vo, PP. 324).
It is to the condition, niental, moral, and physical, of tlle women and
children that we must look if we have regard to the fuiture of our land.
SUCCESSFUL VACC.NATION.-Mr.- Edward Wright, Public ...... If we could, in a generation or two, either by better education of
Vaccinator for the Ollerton and Kneesall Districts of the the mothers, or by the creation of more favourable conditions, make all
Soouthwell Union, has received for the thirteenth time the of the five k8s virile as the two, I think that were the better way. ThqOe
extra grant for'efficient vaccination.
are such splendid fellows that I wihli we could get more like them.
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Causes of Rejection of Recruits on Inspection, with Ratio per 1,000, 1891-1902.
Cause of Rejection.

...
...
...
Under clhest measurement .
Defective vision...
...
...
...
...
...
Under weight.
...
...
...
...
...
Under height.
..
Imperfect constitution and debility .
...
...
...
...
...
D)isease of veins
Disease of heart

...

...

D)efects of lower extreinities
...
...
...
Varicocele
...
...
...
Flat feet ...
Loss or decay of teetl
.

...

...

1891.

1892.

1893.

1894.

1895.

|896.

1897.

11898.

'1899.

93-03

95.90

108.55

139.64

41-51

89 44
41.15
45-58
24.86
4.45

73.88
42.64

65 84

42 35

110.27
42 90

126.38

40.35

27.62
26.76 32.71
...
18.40
9.87
I6.24 |
...

...
...
...

...
...
...

...

15.57

23 87
27 09

...

...

...

...

...

12.93

ii.85

...
...

...
...

...
...

...
...

...
...

I21.04

...

...

...

I6.o6

io.88

9.83

214.56

39.88

40.72

36.58
28.72

5.84

3.57

35-95
28.77
4-44

25.85

17-74

I9 62

24-40
12.85

27-44
24 25

20.71

125.72
15876

22.45
25.33

24.72
26.26

39-99
33.24
9 47
I
17-11

39.6I
28.67

5.CO

I8-I6

212.28
13 I6

27.95

15.42
17 67
18.22

18-4
23.07

23.07

17.8I
29.75

I6.79

24.I6

34 82
21.79
5-49

41.99

33.84
20.21
5.82

17.26

14-22
25.69o

27.72
22.29
22.24

12.31

26.34

25.29

5

23 98
22.26

190.

1901.

53.84 49.88
35.84
28.52
25.I5
15.18
13.56
4 94
3.36
1.69
1'3.98
36-42

13-.5
10.53

J

56.72
39.23

21-72

11-59

3.91

2.30

20.74

X7.33
I0.35 12227
89

22-59

ii.66
26-70

22.44
49.26

11.212I3

9 02
20 C2

1902.
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In a Memorandum by the Director-General Army Medical
Serviee on the physical unfitness of men offering themselves
for ernlistment in the army, it is asked whether the impeachment of the national health by Sir Frederick Maurice aind
others has a solid foundation in fact, and whether it is true of
the population as a whole, or only of a certain section of it.
It is argued that in spite of the large proportion of men found
physically unfit for service in the army, the public health
statisties appear to show progressive improvement in the
national health, while the feats of strength, agility, and
endurance now so common would point at any rate to the
particular improvement in the physique of the well-to-do

the Memorandum seemed to suggest that the physique in the
classes of the population from whom military recruits are
chliefly drawn was deteriorating. the examination of the
figures given in the tables of the Memorandum itself showed
that the rejections of those offering themselves as recruits
had fallen irom 42 per cent. in I891 to 34 per cent. in 1902. In
examining the causes of rejection it would appear that chest
measurements, weiglht, and hleight have all improved in recent
years; whilst the rejections from other causes, with the exception of decayed teeth, have decreased. Application was made
by the College to the Home Office for information which
might explain the apparent contradiction between the Memoclasses.
randum and the figures given such as alterations in standard,
The bad physique of the lower classes is doubly alarming, if any, and more detailed statements as to the occupations of
because if men are unfit for military service, what are they the heterogeneous class No. I (" labourers, servants, husbandgood for? According to the last census, 77 per cent. of the men, etc."), from whom nearly two-thirds of the number
population was urban; namely, 25 millions out of 322 millions, inspected were drawn, and who therefore furnislh by far the
the town population having increased 15 per cent. during the largest number of rejections.
last decade. The bulk ot our soldiers are drawn from the
In reply to this application, the College was informed,
unskilled labour class, and the highest number of rejections through Mr. Cunynghame, C.B., that the College was inot
are among men employed in indoor occupations.
asked to, enter into an investigation of any alleged deterioraThe deterioration of the physique of the urban poor is tion. What was wanted of the College at this stage was the
attributed to insufficient and poor quality of food, defective expression of an opinion whether from this point of view an
hiousing, overcrowding, and insanitary surroundings. Add to inquiry was necessary or not; and that they should confine,
this want of thrift, illness, or death of the breadwinner, alco- themselves to answering the questions (a), (b), and (c) at the
holic excess, and acquired disease, such as tubercle and end of the Director-General's Report:
fsyphilis.
(a) The necessity for such an inquiry.
The Memorandum states that an examination of the statis(b) The ground to be covered by a Commission if aippointed.
ties dealing with the causes of rejection by examiningmedical
(c) Composition of Commission.
officers of men seeking enlistment, brings into prominence
The College was therefore placed in the position of expressthe fact that the majority are rejected on account of causes ing an opinion as to the necessity of an inquiry wit.hout any
indicating poorphysical development, namely, under measure- adequate data upon which an opinion could be founded. The
tnent of the chest, height, and weight. Defective vision may rpport finally sent, which was published in full in the BRITIsh
also be regarded in many cases as resulting from develop- MEDICAL JOURNAL of August 8th, p. 345, pointed out that
Tile College is in possession of no means for comparing the conditioin
mental defect. The table printed above gives the statistics
d-elating to the principal causes of rejection for the 12 years of the population from whom recruits are drawn at.the present time
8918 I902.

It is pointed out that all the above rejections arise from
-causes likely to check healthy physical development. In
addition a large number of men are rejected by recruiting
sergeants and recruiting officers; these men do not come up
before the medical officer, and do not therefore appear in any
retuins.

with that which obtained in former years. The figures given in the
Director-General's statement slhow that there has been no increase in tile
proportion of rejections, and altlhough the numbers of those discharged
from the service in 19OI-2 are proportionately larger than those in fornier
years, no details are given as to the circumstances under which the
increase hlas taken place: and, indeed, tile figures may not be strictly

comparable.
Any investigation whieh does not take. into account the condition of

Of the 77 per cent. of the population who it is estimated the labouring classes in the great industries of the country must necesI ive in towns, about 25 per cent. (probably at least 6,ooo,ooo) sarily give a very erroneous impression of the physique of these classes.
Tlle increase in the rate of wages in all forms Qf labour to that extent
sqppear, from trustworthy investigations, to be not only poor,
diminishes the attractions of a military career for those engaged in
b)ut to live in actual poverty, so that they are not able to rear xegular
labour, and leads to a proportionally larger number of the
their children under conditions favourable to health and " unemployed"
offering themselves for service in the army. It is
piAysical fitness. The bulk of men offering themselves for obvious that the casual labourers of the large towns represent
the
-enlistment belong to this section of the population, and poorest portion of the population, amongst whom the lowest standard of
proVe unfit for military service. The Director-General sums physique would be found; but the College is not in possession of any
evidence which satisfies it that there is any physical degeneration of the
up as follows:
The question at issue constitutes a problem by no means easy to
-'olve. Were all the classes of the community able to provide thetr
<hffspring with food and air space, a healthy race would be produced,
.and the proper material to fill the ranks of the army would probably be
*ioon obtained.
Information is wanted as to the causes of physical deticiency and as to the best available methods of remedying defects and
6Lmipioving the national health. Such an inquiry might fitly be underlaken by a commission as to the composition of which the advice of tlle
-Colleges of Physicians and Surgeons might be asked.

Atccordingly on July 2nd a committee was appointed by the
Roya I College of Physicians of London "to consider a comenunication from the Home Secretary, asking for observations
'in a proposed iniquiry into the causes which have led to the
rejection in recent years of many recruits for the army on
-the ground of physical disability, and the possible measures
by which this state of affairs may be remedied."
The report of the College Committee pointed out that, while
so

urban population generally: moreover, the fact that the
death-rate has declined between 5 and 6 per I,ooo, and now more
closely approximates that of the rural population, makes it unlikely
tllat such deterioration is taking place.
The question of what means are available for remedying existing
defects in and improving the national health may, perhaps, be briefly
summed up as those which tend to diminish property. At the same
time, the College desires to point out that very great changes in the
conditions of life have taken place duriDg tlle last 50 years, the effects
of some of whichl are not yet deter-mined. Among these,should be considered the alterations in character of the food, the compulsory education and confinement in schools of young children, and the altered conditions of female labour in towns. Could an inquiry. be made into the
present physical condition of the nation, it is self-evident that it would
be of great value; but one dealing with a portion only of the population
would be likely to lead to error. Such an inquiry would naturally.
include the above subjects, the experiences of tlhe Royal Navy, and other
services of the State.
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The College declined to make any suggestion with regard to
the composition of the Commission, but offered, if the
Government decided to appoint members of the medical profession to serve on such a Commission, to suggest names in
conjunction with the Royal College of Surgeons.
The reply of the Council of the Royal College of Surgeons to
the Home Secretary, a carefully reasoned document, was
adopted on October 15th. It was published in full in the
BRITISH MEDICALT JOURNAL of October 24th, p. iIoi, and for
our present purpose its conclusions may be summarized as
follows
The report pointed out that the statistics in the Memorandum of the Director-General did not support the vieew
that the proportion of men offering themselves for enlistment who are found to be physically unfit is increasing; but
the Council expressed the opinion that there are reasons for
believing that, as compared with former times, most of the
would-be recruits are drawn from a class physically inferior.
The report then points out that social and economic
changes during recent years have raised the comparative
standard of efficiency of the workmen, the standard of living
and the rate of wages, and that while the better educated, the
more intelligent, and the more active and industrious are
attracted to the better-paid occupations, there is a large and
probably growing residue more or less unfit who fail to obtain
regular employment, and that it is from this residue that the
army has to obtain the larger proportion of its recruits. It is
added that though this reflection may be disquieting,. there is
no evidence that the physical disabilities of this class have
increased or are increasing, while the data supplied by the
Memorandum itself seemed to show rather that they may
tend to diminish.
The report points out that the proportion of rejections
among boys under 17 years of age, 11.2 per cent., is not a high
rate, while this class of recruits affords a fair criterion of the
average physique of the lower stratum of society, the very
class which should manifest most improvement after enlistment under the favouring conditions of better food, better
housing, and bettor surroundings.
The report points out, further, that while the statistics show
a steady decline ih the rate of primary rejections, they disclose an increase in secondary rejections, that is to say, rejections within three months of enlistment or after two years'
service. Though the causes of such rejections are not given,
it is considered reiasonable to presume that many were due to
preventable causes, physical or moral. The Director-General's
table giving the grounds assigned for rejection of recruits
shows a diminishing propoition of rejections for every cause
except loss or decay of teeth, and it is not stated whether
there has been increased stringency of late in the matter of
teeth, or relaxation with respect to other physical and vital

requirements.
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The Council expresses the opinion that many of the causes
of disability will tend to grow less, and it points (i) to the
greater attention now paid in schools to the general health of
children, to physical training, to the care of the sight, the
hearing, and the cleanliness of the mouth and teeth; (2) to
the spreading influence of various social, municipal, and
philanthropic agencies for the promotion of the public health,
and the strengthening of the character of the individual. It
is also pointed out that many of the grounds of physical disqualification for the English Army, such as defects in vision
weight, height, and teeth would in countrieswhere conscription
obtains be much less important factors in judging of the
fitness of men for military service.
The general conclusion of- the report is that, while there is
no need for a large inquiry into the national health, much
might be done in a less formal manner by emphasizing the
necessity of still stricter attention to the health, feeding, and
training of school' children, and more especially to the care
pf the teeth and -the arrest of threatened or early decay.
Finally, the Council lays great stress upon the recommendation that as much as possible should be done to proniote the
health, growth, and -general physical development of the
young soldier- by improving his environment and by the
exercise 'of special care in the selection of the kind and
quality of his foodt and in its preparation and preservation.
As to the composition of the proposed commission,
whether it should embark into the larger. inquiry into
the national health!or the more limited investigation of
'the condition of the tlasi supplying the majority of reeruits,
ithe Council -of the College of Surgeons suggested that in
addition to military men the commission should contain
employers of labour, representatives of the working classes,

1903.

persons who have specially studied matters relating to public
health, and members of the medical profession. With regard
to the last-named class, the Council expressed its readiness
to nominate in conjunction with the Royal College of Physicians representatives specially acquainted with the subject
matter of the inquiry.
We now turn attention to the very interesting evidence
giyen by Deputy Surgeon-General W. G. Don, M.D., A.M.S.,
before the Royal Commission on Physical Training (Scotland).
As senior medical officer, London recruiting district, SurgeonGeneral Don claimed that during his I7 years in office he had
a much larger experience in recruiting than any man living
or dead, having personally examined over ioo,ooo applicants,
and having therefore had endless opportunity for observing
the physique of boys, recruits, and reservists.
Surgeon-General Don began his evidence by calling attention to the fact that his experience was not such as would fall
to those who might conduct medical and anthropometrical
examinations indiscriminately among the youthful population at large, inasmuch as would-be recruits brought before
the medical officer had already undergone a rough primary
selection by the recruiters, whereby those obviously undersized, or who presented visible physical defects, were largely
eliminated. He laid great stress on the fact that the physical
development of boys of the same age varies to a very marked
extent. He had found that boys of the declared and verified
age of I4 or I5 looked not more than i or 12, while others
presented the development of lads of i8 or I9 years. He
thinks that this cannot be wholly ascribed to or determined
by variation in food, environment, or physical training in
childhood, but rather to inherent elements of growths in individuals, whether through heredity or otherwise. For instance, in the Gordon Boys' Home the boys passed in as
healthy and likely to grow to average-sized men, presented
extraordinary variations in development which could only be
ascribed to individual peculiarity. But it was also noteworthy that boys reared in healthy environment, with good
food and judicious physical training, presented a superior
development, especially in chest and weight, to those less
favourably reared. Surgeon-General Don gave the following
table for the average normal development of boys between 14
and i6:
Between 14 and I5 Years.

Height-Minimum, 54 in.; maximum, 6o in.; mean, 57 in.
Weight-Minimum, 70 lb.; maximum, 85 lb.; mean, 78 lb.
Chest-Minimum (quiescent), 27 in.; maximum (expansion), 30 in
Between I5 and x6 Years.

Height-Minimum, 57 in.; maximum, 63 in.; mean, 6o in.
Weight-Minimum, 75lb.; maximum, ioo lb.; mean, golb.
Chest-Minimum (quiescent), 28 in.; maximum (expansion), 32 in.

He pointed out that among boys, weight and height, the
latter chiefly from growth of the lower limbs, increased more
rapidly than chest girth. Tall youths had often defective
chests, short lads better ones; it would almost seem as if
perpendicular and horizontal growth were carried out at the
expense the one of the other. Youths of 17 were enlisted for
the militia, and between I7 and I8 should be 62 in. and upwards in height, 1so lb. in weight, and should have a chest
measurement; of 3I in. (minimum) and upwards. SurgeonGeneral Don said:
I am convinced that judicious physical and nilitary drill, if combined
withIsufficient food and healthy environment, will signally contribute

to the moral as well as to the better physical development of boyhood
and early manhood. . . . Militia recruits often gain from 5 lb. to
lo lb. in weight and I in. in chest girth during a seven weeks' training.

He then wisely remarks that physical defects seen in re&iuits
might largely be prevented or modified during the period of
boyhood growth. The defects and deformities of the feet.
are very largely due to ill-fitting foot gear; while if
skilful dentistry were employed, and the evils of oral sepsis
and uncleanliness pointed out, much might be done to remedy
the evil of decayed teeth, another case of rejection. Many a
boy anct girl, he. asserted, could be saved from unsightly
deformity by simply raising the boot heel of the short limlb
sufficiently to bring the hips into a horizontal level in walking, for it was a fact that perhaps one person in forty Fas one
leg more or less shorter than the other. He recommended
special shoes to be worn for drilling.;
Surgeon-General Don laid special stress on the fact that
physical training should be combined with suflicient food if
good results were to be obtained. Great care should be
exercised in giving physical training to underfed children,
and steps should beo taken, as far as possible, to see that the
underfed were better fqd.: Training was bad unless the muscular system received sufficient food.
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ARTOLOEW' HOSPITAL.

Surgeon-General Don, in looking back at the farce of
passing recruits in 1858, when he first entered the service-no
measurements, no vision tests, no stethoscoping-could not
help thinking that the army was now a very much better
selected body than it had ever been. The class of. men offering was better than twenty or thirty years ago, and he was of
opinion that there was no cdeterioration in the race generally,
even in the urban young men. They were better fed, and the
populatiqn as a whole was on a somewhat higher plane than
it was forty or fifty years ago. He was absolutely certain that
through education and military training, less drunkenness, and
fewer petty offences, the moral tone and intelligence of the
men had materially increased.
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of Britislh
building and institution thoroughly representative
knowledge of the sciences of medicine and surgery ?
We are afraid that the answer to this question plust be unhesitatingly in the negative, and for sufficiently obvious reasons. The new out-patient department is undoubtedly good,
but the general plan leaves, as we said last week, about Io4
beds crowded on to each acre of the site, and two-thirds of
these beds will be located in what now are, and have already
long been, old-fashioned buildings. These main wards will,
moreover, now have the added and great disadvantage of
being surrounded by new buildings of greater or l ess eleva-

tion.
In fact, the faults of the plan are so obvious that we are entitled to inquire more particularly how it ever came to be pro(To be continued.)
pounded aind upon what grounds the Mansion House Committee recommended it to the governors of the hospital. TurnST. BARTHOLOMEW'S HOSPITAL.
ing to the report of its proceedings issued by the former body
THE accompanying plan is a reproduction of that to which we find that it definitely committed itself to two main conof
reference was- made in the annotation on the subject of St. clusions, and somewhat less finitely to a third. The first
Bartholomew's Hospital in the BRITISH MEDICAL JOURNAL of tfhac ws that. in the nublic interest the hospital ought to be
where
rebu;ilt
No vemb e'r
it is, and not,
14th. It is one
had been
as
of the several
A Pal.,YiPP f..
__ _C
suggested,
plans which
B Erist,,g Nor'h Wit,& Fie
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